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Boost My Star



WHY IMDB
AND SOCIAL
MEDIA ARE
IMPORTANT

These days social media for actors is a
MUST.

Well, at least if you want to create more opportunities to

audition, book acting jobs, and get representation. And

every passionate actor (like you) wants every opportunity

they can get their hands on to work as an actor, right?

Today’s industry decision makers are looking to platforms

like IMDb, Instagram, and Twitter to discover new talent

and make casting decisions. While talent is one part of the

equation, an actor’s internet presence and social media

following are becoming paramount. Due to this, it is

important that actors utilize these massively helpful

platforms to their advantage as a way to showcase their

talent and personal brand.

There are many ways to create rabid fans and loyal

friendships with some of Hollywood’s most influential

people (Casting Directors, Producers, Directors, Writers,

Agents, Manager…etc.) by using social media.

- Getting representation
- More auditions
- Gaining exposure



“THERE IS NO QUESTION
THAT TODAY IF YOU HAVE A
GOOD IMDB RANKING AND

NUMBERS ON SOCIAL
MEDIA, YOU HAVE BECOME
A BETTER CHOICE TO CAST”

veteran casting director Mike Fenton



Maybe as an actor you've heard that
social media is more important to
your career than actual talent. 
I wish I could say that is entirely untrue. The hard truth is

that we live in a world where people are dealing with lots of

money. It takes a great deal of money to put on a Broadway

show or create a new television series. We know that the

industry likes to hire celebrities to star in their movies

because name recognition sells tickets. So why are we so

surprised that industry executives want their performers to

have followings? People are willing to take more of a risk on

someone who is not a celebrity if they know that they have

built in fans. That is just good business sense and truly we

can’t fault the industry for being a business — it is a

business. While your business is finding the truth and

playing the part, you must remain social image conscious if

you are going to thrive in the current state of the industry.

So, maybe it is time to start looking at social media in a

different way. Flip it on its head, and look at it as a brilliant

opportunity to cultivate what makes us unique.

“If it came down to two

professional actors, one

of whom had great

visibility in social media

and one who was barely

recognizable, we’d go

with the one who could

get the numbers.”

- Mike Fenton

- IMDb
- Instagram
- Twitter



IMDB
Whether you already have

credits or not, anyone can, and

should set up an IMDb. This is

the go to bible for the

entertainment industry.

Acting deals in the visually

creative realm, Instagram is

the perfect platform since the

content you are creating is

photos and videos

TWITTERINSTAGRAM
T H E  B A S I C S

Twitter is the most prolific

platform as far as numbers

goes. You can and should

connect with anyone and

everyone in the industry.



Directors, producers and casting directors look
at your IMDb profile and STARmeter to get a
sense of your experience and popularity

IMDb

First, the more credits you have, and the more high profile, the more

people will take notice. While can be tough to build credits quickly,

producing your own short films with your friends over a weekend, then

listing them on IMDb is a great way to build experience and credits.

Share your IMDb page socially on Twitter and Instagram, and add

your IMDb link to the bio section of your social media profiles and in your

email signature.

- Sign up for an IMDbPro account

- Add your resume information

- Write, or have someone write a

short, powerful bio for you

- Use a compelling main photo

- Link to your Twitter account

- Add your Website link

- Use only high quality photos

showing you at your best

- Add a quality demo reel

HOW TO SET
THEM UP



HOW TO SET
THEM UP
Visual storytelling as an art form to share your
stories, reactions, and experiences. If you’re not
on Instagram, you’re missing out.

Grow an engaged following by creating an authentic online brand and

demonstrating your genuine personality – don’t be promotional. Showcase

all the things that make you unique not only as an actor, but also as a

human being. Share your interests, style, admirations and everyday life.

People follow others who they can relate to or admire.

Increase your social media following by engaging with others. There is

tremendous value in having direct dialogue with your fans and other actors

or creatives in the industry. If someone comments on a picture, be

responsive back.

IG
- Create an Instagram account

- Choose a username that fans

recognize as you

- Write a short professional bio

- Link to your IMDb page

- Posts high quality photos that

show you at your best

- Show your genuine personality

and what makes you unique

- Consistently post intelligent and

professional content that people

want to hear



You tweet, people follow, and your network
grows.

TW

First, the more credits you have, and the more high profile, the more

people will take notice. While can be tough to build credits quickly,

producing your own short films with your friends over a weekend, then

listing them on IMDb is a great way to build experience and credits.

Share your IMDb page socially on Twitter and Instagram, and add

your IMDb link to the bio section of your social media profiles and in your

email signature.

- Sign up for an IMDbPro account

- Add your resume information

- Write, or have someone write a

short, powerful bio for you

- Use a compelling main photo

- Link to your Twitter account

- Add your Website link

- Use only high quality photos

showing you at your best

- Add a quality demo reel

HOW TO SET
THEM UP



2.9 MILLION ACTORS ON IMDB

2.2 MILLION ACTORS ON IG

4.6 MILLION ACTORS ON TW

C O M P A N Y . C O M

C U R R E N T L Y  T H E R E  A R E

G I V E  Y O U R S E L F  A  L E G  U P



CREATE:

An authentic online presence.

consistent content.

collaborations with others.

engagement with your fans.

You can successfully use social

media as platform to grow your

exposure and popularity.

BOOST:

HOW CAN YOU GROW?

If you really want to take your popularity up to the next level, and VERY

quickly… make sure to check out BoostMyStar.com. We utilize social

media to drive real organic targeted fans to your IMDb profile everyday,

getting you exposure to new fans and boosting your ranking. These

organic marketing methods achieve amazing results, are 100% compatible

with the IMDb ranking algorithm, and are safe and completely

confidential. Along with the massive boost to your IMDb STARmeter

ranking, your social media profiles will gain new followers everyday, and

get likes, favorites, & retweets when you post or tweet.


